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Abstract:  

In this project, a  data transfer between pen drive to pen drive and pen drive to mobile without using a computer or laptop is  discussed. 

A data transfer is done by using a computer or laptop means it consumes more power and it is not a handy device to carry to particular 

locations. To overcome this, a data transfer is done by using an ARM11 processor (handy device). A pen drive is inserted into  the 

USB port then a signal will be sent to the ARM11 processor. By using this signal processor identifies the host  pen drive is detected. 

Now the ARM11 processor will start fetching the data from the source pen drive into the buffer and the ARM11 processor waits for 

the signal from the destination pen drive. When the ARM11 processor gets the signal from the slave pen drive, the ARM processor is 

ready to transfer the data. Before transferring a data the ARM11 processor should get the input from a touch panel from the user. 

Once the user press the touch panel the arm processor gets the informat ion to transfer the data between two pen drives. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 

Today the need for the portable devices is well known to us. We 

can easily find the USB and its applications everywhere around 

us. The applications of the USB are computer peripherals such 

as keyboard, pointing devices, digital cameras, printers, portable 

media players, disk drives and network adapter, both to 

communicate and to supply electric power. It  has become 

common place on other devices, such as smart phones, PDAs 

and video game consoles. USB has effectively replaced a variety 

of earlier interfaces, such as serial and parallel ports, as  well as 

separate power chargers for portable devices. But the main 

disadvantage of USB devices is that it requires the use of PC for 

their operation. Carrying a PC just for the sake of data transfer is 

not affordable these days inthe age when people want all devices 

to be handy. Moreover, transferring data via a computer involves 

a lot of power to be wasted. Also, the threat of viruses and 

malware has made the life of computer users more complicated. 

These viruses get activated as soon as the device is plugged into 

the system and get copied along with other data from one ash 

device into another. So a solution is provided by means of 

implementation of a small device that carries out the required 

task. The small footprint and ease of portability makes it a 

choice for the data transfer. This device will help the user to 

select a particular data file from the mass storage device 

connected to one of the ports and transfers it to the other mass 

storage device using some controls like list, copy provided on 

the front panel. 

 

 
  Figure.1: Block Diagram 

 

II. RELATED WORK: 

The main object of this project is to do data transfer from one 

pen drive to another pen drive.we have matter USB terminal and 

a slave USB terminal. Here user has to first insert the first pen 

drive in the master USB terminal. Then the ARM controller 

reads the data from pen drive using SPI protocol and display 

contents list .After this user needs to put another pen drive in 

slave USB terminal. The ARM controller reads the data of this 

pen drive as well and displays the contents on 3.2 Touch screen 

LCD. After this user can use qwery keyboard to search data on 

either of pen drives. From the menu screen the user can 

select/copy/cut/paste the folders/files from the master pen drive 

to the slave pen drive. 
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III. HARDWARE MODULES  

 

A Raspberry Pi is a thirty five dollar, credit card sized computer 

board which when plugged into an LCD and attachment of a 

keyboard and a mouse, it is able to complete the functions of any 

regular PC can. Like a PC, it has RAM, Hard Drive (SD Card), 

Audio and Video ports, USB port, HDMI port, and Ethernet 

port. With the Pi, users can create spread sheets, word-

processing, browse the internet, play high definition video and 

much more. It was designed to be a cost friendly computer for 

users who needed one. There are two models, Model A and B. 

Model B is the faster containing 512MB of RAM as well as the 

ability to over clock. 

 

IV. TFT DISPLAY: 

The hand held ordering terminal implements human computer 

interaction by 3.2 inch Resistive Touch Screen TFT LCD. There 

is a high performance LCD Controller integrated on chip. CPU 

transfers pixel data to LCD screen. Supports Raspbian Operating 

System, with SPI interface 

 

 
  Figure.2:  Touch Screen TFT. 

 

Table.1. Touch screen Parameter  

PIN NO. SYMBOL DES CRIPTION 

1, 17 3.3V Power positive (3.3V power input) 

2, 4 5V Power positive (5V power input) 

3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 

12, 13, 15, 16 
NC NC 

6, 9, 14, 20, 

25 
GND Ground 

11 TP_IRQ 

Touch Panel interrupt, low level 

while the Touch Panel detects 

touching 

18 LCD_RS Instruction/Data Register selection 

19 
LCD_SI / 

TP_SI 

SPI data input of LCD/Touch 

Panel 

21 TP_SO SPI data output of Touch Panel 

22 RST Reset 

23 
LCD_SCK / 

TP_SCK 
SPI clock of LCD/Touch Panel 

24 LCD_CS LCD chip selection, low active  

26 TP_CS 
Touch Panel chip selection, low 

active 

V. SOFTWARE 

 

Ras pbian Operating System 

Raspbian is a free operating system based on Debian optimized 

for the Raspberry Pi hardware. An operating system is the set of 

basic programs and utilities that make your Raspberry Pi run. 

However, Raspbian provides more than a pure OS: it comes with 

over 35,000 packages; pre-compiled software bundled in a nice 

format for easy installation on your Raspberry Pi. The init ial 

build of over 35,000 Raspbian packages, optimized for best 

performance on the Raspberry Pi, was completed in June of 

2012.However, Raspbian is still under active development with 

an emphasis on improving the stability and performance of as 

many Debian packages as possible. The Raspberry Pi primarily 

uses Linux kernel-based operating systems Raspbian 

(recommended) –Maintained independently of the Foundation; 

based on ARM hard-float (armhf)-Debian 7 'jessie' architecture 

port. 

 

VI. RES ULTS  

 

The system was developed on a Raspberry pi board with a 3.2 

inch TFT touch LCD is connected, on starting the system as 

show in Fig 4 the Linux operating system will be loaded. As the 

user connects the Pendrive to the board, the board detect them 

and will load its id and contents as shown in the Fig, in a Qtopia 

GUI interface. The application contains the COPY, PASTE, 

DELETE 

 

 
 Figure.3.Scanning Pendrive  

 

 
Figure.4. Pendrive Detected  
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Figure.5. Data Copying 

 

VII. CONCLUS ION  

 

The project “Research on Arm 11 for Data Transfer between 

Two USB Devices without Computer” has been successfully 

designed and tested. It has been developed by integrating 

features of all the hardware components and software used. 

Presence of every module has been reasoned out and placed 

carefully thus contributing to the best working of the unit. 

Secondly, using highly advanced Raspberry pi board and with 

the help of growing technology the project has been successfully 

implemented. 
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